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ABSTRACT
In a wireless network using CSMA for MAC, packet colli-
sions can result either because of the vulnerability stemming
from the idle channel detection delay of the radio device or
because of the hidden terminal problem. Both of these colli-
sion scenarios can be addressed by applying some additional
structure to carrier sense-based channel access, sacrificing
throughput to improve collision protection. Specifically, we
assign a unique time slice to each contending transmitter
that is designed to allow collision-free access to each data
slot while still using carrier sense as the mechanism to deter-
mine channel state. The width of each time slice is equal to
the idle channel detection delay of the radio. We prepend a
fixed-length time interval to each transmitted packet whose
length is proportional to the idle channel detection delay
of the radio device and the node density. We discuss this
method of channel access including tradeoffs and require-
ments, and analyze the performance in comparison with ex-
isting MAC strategies.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.2.1 [Computer-
Communications Networks]: Network Protocols, Wireless
Communications

General Terms: Algorithms, Design.

Keywords: Medium Access.

1. INTRODUCTION
In a wireless communication system, two or more trans-

mitters may wish to access a shared channel concurrently.
If these multiple transmissions are coincident on a radio re-
ceiver, interference occurs and the transmissions are cor-
rupted at that receiver. In packet radio networks, this situ-
ation is referred to as a “packet collision”. MAC (Medium
or Multiple Access Control) protocols are typically employed
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in these systems to arbitrate wireless channel access and re-
duce the occurence of such corruption.

Wireless sensor networks are packet radio systems that
often use low-cost, low-power, single channel transceivers
[8] for communication. To date, the overwhelming major-
ity of wireless sensor network system deployments, here-
after sensor networks, have employed variants of the Car-
rier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) protocol [12] to reduce
collision. This is primarily due to its low implementation
complexity, which is well matched both to the archetypi-
cally memory-limited and computation-limited hardware [3]
comprising such networks, and to the relatively low collec-
tion/transmission duty cycle required by a popular class of
applications (e.g. [13] [14]).

With CSMA, a node that wishes to transmit listens to
the wireless channel prior to sending its own transmission.
If it hears an ongoing transmission it defers, or “backs off”,
until a later time; otherwise it transmits. In a time slot-
ted channel, using carrier sensing provides for reasonably
good collision avoidance. Assuming an independent Poisson
packet generation rate at each transmitter, the throughput
in a time slotted channel can reach about 54% of the offered
load when employing carrier sense, as compared to only 37%
without it [12]. Though packet generation in wireless sensor
networks is not spatially uniform or independent, or tempo-
rally Poisson, due to inherent spatial and temporal correla-
tions in the sensed events, using carrier sense is still consid-
ered good practice [15]. However, CSMA networks are still
susceptible to collision due the limitations of carrier sensing.
Among others [15], carrier sensing cannot help detect trans-
missions that are out of range of the transmitter but may
still interfere at an intended receiver, and also fails when a
transmission arrives at the transmitter after it has sensed
the channel, determined it to be clear, and switched from
receive mode to transmit mode. We will refer to the first
as the hidden transmitter problem and the latter as the idle
channel detection delay problem. Figure 1 shows scenarios
where collisions result due to both of these problems. Using
an RTS/CTS exchange [11] in combination with CSMA can
effectively mitigate the hidden transmitter problem for the
transmission of data packets, but can incur high overhead
when used in wireless sensor networks where data packets
are typically short [16] [2]. When offered load is high, this
overhead can limit the goodput (data throughput) of the
network. Further transmission of RTS/CTS packets them-
selves are subject to the hidden transmitter problem. The
use of out-of-band busy tones has been proposed to pro-



tect the RTS/CTS exchange (e.g., [24] and references), but
requires the use of a second radio transceiver.

An alternative approach, called Time Division Multiple
Access (TDMA), that solves both the hidden transmitter
problem and the idle channel detection delay problem is to
assign unique data packet time slots to each transmitter in
a channel contention region (the area within which simulta-
neous transmission from two transmitters can interfere at a
common receiver). However, adoption of TDMA protocols
in wireless sensor networks has been slow for many reasons,
as pointed out by the authors of S-MAC [4]. A main con-
cern is the fact that when the traffic generation rate is not
spatially uniform, data slots for some transmitters can go
unused while other transmitters are rate limited due to their
slot allocation. One way to address this problem is to assign
more slots to transmitters that need to send more packets,
but this can be difficult in networks where the traffic dy-
namics are unpredictable, e.g., in wireless sensor networks.

Recently, a class of hybrid approaches have been pro-
posed that attempt to combine the best attributes of both
CSMA and TDMA while making design choices that are
appropriate for the wireless sensor network regime. Among
these are S-MAC, T-MAC [5], TRAMA [6], Sift [18] and
Z-MAC [17]. Our proposal, dubbed qMAC, joins this class
of hybrid protocols, adding additional structure to the base-
line contention-based channel access method in use in to-
day’s wireless sensor networks. Without the overhead of
RTS/CTS exchange or the potential for wasted data trans-
mission slots, we solve the hidden transmitter problem and
the idle channel detection delay problem described previ-
ously. Assuming a slotted channel, we prepend a fixed-
length time interval to each transmitted packet. The length
of this time interval is proportional to the idle channel de-
tection delay of the radio device and the node density. More
specifically, this fixed-length time interval is composed of D
time slices of length τ , where D is proportional to the num-
ber of nodes in the contention region. Figure 2 shows the
resulting time structure of the transmit channel. Each one
hop neighbor of a node i is assigned a unique τ slice (with ad-
ditional constraints) in which to start transmissions to node
i for each data packet slot. Further, proper assignment of
τ slices to nodes in the two hop neighborhood of i elim-
inates collisions resulting from hidden transmitters, when
coupled with additional signaling. By prepending a num-
ber of τ -length slots to each transmitted packet, we sacrifice
bandwidth, but can eliminate packet collision (wasted en-
ergy) under all network conditions by doing so. We believe
this is the right tradeoff to make in designing a MAC pro-
tocol for wireless sensor networks. In the following sections
we discuss this method of channel access arbitration includ-
ing tradeoffs and requirements, and analyze the performance
in comparison with existing MAC strategies. Discussion of
related work is integrated where appropriate.

2. PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION
qMAC comprises three components: Neighbor Discover

and Access Quantum Assignment that are executed manda-
torily at startup and as needed thereafter, and Medium Ac-
cess that is used during every data packet transmission.
These three components are described below, after intro-
ducing some notation used throughout the rest of the paper
and stating our design assumptions.
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Figure 1: CSMA collision scenarios. Node separa-
tion is d and transmission radius is d

√
2. Arrows in-

dicate the intended receiver. (a.) through (c.) rep-
resent collisions resulting from the idle channel de-
tection delay, while (d.) and (e.) are hidden trans-
mitter collision scenarios.

2.1 Preliminaries

2.1.1 Notation

Symbol Description
τ Idle channel detection delay. Equal to the sum

of the RSSI sampling time and the receive-to-
transmit switch time of the radio circuitry.

N 1
i Set of nodes in i’s one hop neighborhood.

N 2
i Set of nodes in i’s two hop neighborhood.

qi Channel access quantum assigned to node i.
tskew Worst-case clock skew allowed by the synchro-

nization protocol.

2.1.2 Assumptions
We assume a slotted channel and as such require a proto-

col to provide synchronization between nodes in a contention
region. qMAC performs best with perfect synchronization,
but our analysis accounts for possible deviation from syn-
chronicity by means of the parameter tskew. qMAC’s per-
formance degrades gracefully in the face of such deviation,
as long as it is known in advance. That is, the throughput
decreases and average delay increases, but no packet colli-
sions occur due to the hidden transmitter or idle channel
detection delay problem. There are several synchronization
proposals in the wireless sensor network literature that are
sufficient for our purposes, e.g., [20] [19].

qMAC is based on the observation that smallest time scale
at which a node can interact with the network is limited by
τ . Hence, we term τ the time quantum of the radio com-
munication system. In particular, a node that is sensing
the channel to detect ongoing transmissions takes τ time to
capture and analyze a sample (an RSSI value) and switch
to transmit mode to begin sending a packet. The radio
state can thus be modeled as a three state machine (receive
state, q-state, and transmit state), where transitions be-
tween receive and transmit states must pass through q-state.
Implicit in this view is the assumption that the receive-to-
transmit delay is equal to the transmit-to-receive delay. We
further assume that perfect hearing (channel fading is not
considered except where otherwise noted), though this is
simply for ease of exposition, and also propagation delay is
assumed to be negligible, though it could easily be incorpo-
rated in the value of τ .

Finally, we assume the availability of an efficient distributed
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Figure 2: Slotting of the transmit channel. If there
are k quanta (τ slices), then the slot length is kτ +
pktT ime.

coloring algorithm that can be implemented on the relatively
resource-poor hardware of today’s wireless sensor networks.
DRAND [21] may be used to fulfill this requirement.

2.2 Neighbor Discovery
In qMAC, each node requires knowledge of one hop, and

optionally its two hop neighbors. As described later in Sec-
tion 2.4, knowledge of a node’s one hop neighbors is required
to assign quanta such that the idle channel detection delay
problem is solved, while knowledge of two hop neighbors is
required to solve the hidden transmitter problem.

A simple lightweight beaconing scheme can be used by
nodes to learn their two hop neighborhood. As nodes boot
up, each broadcasts a packet containing its MAC address,
along with any one hop neighbors it has discovered. The
neighborhood information gleaned from the beacon exchange
is incorporated into the channel access quanta assignment
(see Section 2.3) so it is important that the start-up beacon-
ing period be long enough to allow for most nodes to get an
accurate neighborhood map. So called “late joiners” to the
network by definition cannot be learned during the startup
beaconing phase, but can still participate in the network as
described in Section 2.4.

In practice, many wireless sensor networks will utilize a
routing protocol (e.g., [7] [1]) to facilitate data delivery,
rather than flooding every packet. If so, it is likely that
qMAC’s neighbor discovery requirement can be met by snoop-
ing route control packets, or reading from a cross-layer state
cache (e.g., [22]), at least for one hop neighbors.

2.3 Access Quantum Assignment
For the purposes of qMAC’s channel access scheme, de-

scribed in Section 2.4, we assign a unique τ -length time slice,
or access quantum, to each node in a contention region, tak-
ing care to avoid assignments that lead to packet collision.
Thinking of the access quantum assignment problem as a
graph edge coloring problem, a successful coloring will have
the property that no edges that enter or leave a node have
the same color (the “transmit edge” from a node is consid-
ered as only one color regardless of how many receivers are
connected). However, because of the broadcast nature of
the wireless channel and the implications of the idle chan-
nel detection delay, there are additional constraints on the
coloring.

Let qij denote the quantum integer assigned for node i
to transmit to node j in the coloring problem. Since trans-
missions on the wireless channel are intrinsically broadcast
transmissions, ∀j ∈ N 1

i , qij must be the same. We therefore
simplify notation by using qi to denote the quantum integer
assigned for node i to transmit. Aside from the requirement
that access quantum assignments must be unique, further
restrictions are imposed in order for qMAC’s medium ac-
cess flow to guarantee collision-free channel access. Namely,
to solve the idle channel detection delay problem, ∀j ∈ N 1

i ,

|qi − qj | > 1 must hold. That is, one hop neighbors can not
have adjacent quantum assignments. Further, to solve the
hidden transmitter problem, ∀k ∈ N 2

i −N 1
i (nodes exactly

two hops from i) |qi − qk| > 3 must hold. Section 2.4 dis-
cusses why these constraints must be met; in this section
we comment on the method of access quantum assignment
itself.

There are a number of distributed graph coloring algo-
rithms proposed in the literature that can be applied to
provide contention-free MAC scheduling. These can be im-
plemented with various degrees of efficiency in terms of the
computation, communication and memory required. Among
these DRAND seems well matched to the likely operating
environment of qMAC, wireless sensor networks. DRAND
uses knowledge of the two hop neighborhood to provide a
broadcast schedule where no two nodes within a two hop
communication neighborhood are assigned to the same slot.
While in qMAC we do not assign packet slots to nodes, the
assignment of access order implied by the quantum integer
is a similar problem that can be solved in the same way.
The chromatic performance and message complexity of the
method scale as O(δ), where δ is the density of the con-
tention region [21]. However, DRAND is neither designed
nor demonstrated with the additional node coloring con-
straints qMAC requires.

While it is likely that one of these techniques (e.g., DRAND)
can be adapted to provide the coloring necessary for qMAC,
for the present we describe an alternative centralized ap-
proach used for proof of concept. The method is to start
with a node (in practice, the information sink of the sen-
sor network would be a good place to initiate the coloring),
and pass a token across the graph in a breadth-first fashion
along the wireless communication links. The token enables
the holder to select and announce its chosen quantum q.
Each node k in the network maintains a mapping of node
ID to quanta qi, ∀i ∈ N 2

k . This mapping is built from in-
formation contained in received quantum assignment broad-
cast packets. Upon receiving the token, a node k scans its
list of mappings and selects the lowest quantum integer not
present, subject to the previously defined constraints w.r.t.
quantum separation. This integer is set as qk and broad-
casted to all one hop neighbors of k, along with all the map-
pings qi, ∀i ∈ N 1

k known by k. For correctness, it is required
that ties in the breadth-first token propagation are broken
in favor of the node with the highest connectivity. That is,
for nodes at the same “level” in the breadth-first search, the
connectivity tiebreaker gives the token to the node that has
the most neighbors that have already possessed the token.
The intuition for this is that the node with the most connec-
tions to previous token holders also knows the most about
existing access quanta assignment. For determinism, a sec-
ondary tie-breaker can be added that gives the token to the
node with the lower ID. We numerically simulate the per-
formance of this centralized breadth-first token propagation
method in Section 3.1.

2.4 Medium Access
Recall that the channel is divided into slots as shown in

Figure 2. From a transmitter’s perspective channel access
comprises two phases, reservation and transmission. When
a node i wishes to transmit to node j in a given slot, it defers
until qi τ slices have elapsed since the start of the slot and
then transmits a τ -length reservation burst. Node i waits 3τ
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Figure 3: Channel access flow diagram for transmit-
ters. Not shown: a receiver that hears a reservation

burst transmits a suppress burst, waits τ and then
begins receiving the data packet. A receiver that
hears a suppress burst does nothing.

and then commences transmission of its data packet. Upon
receiving a reservation burst from i, nodes j ∈ N 1

i transmit
a τ -length suppress burst in slice qi + 2. The suppress burst
acts as a busy tone, indicating to transmitters hidden from
i that they should not transmit in the current slot. Figure
3 gives a graphical representation of the channel access pro-
cedure for a node wishing to transmit a packet. If a perfect
coloring (i.e., assignment of access quanta) has been done, as
described in Section 2.3, the packet of node i is guaranteed
not to collide with any other at node j ∈ N 1

i . Specifically,
the minimum two quantum distance between the assigned
quanta of one hop neighbors guarantees that all transceivers
have enough time to sample and react to channel activity,
thereby eliminating collisions due to the idle channel detec-
tion delay of the radio device. Further, the minimum four
quantum distance between the assigned quanta of nodes ex-
actly two hops away (hidden transmitters) allows for one hop
neighbors of a transmitter i to warn the transmitters hidden
from i that a transmission is already reserved for the current
slot in time to avoid hidden transmitter collisions.

Figure 4 shows an simple illustrative example of the ac-
cess timing, including the need for the aforementioned con-
straints on access quantum assignment. With slight abuse
of notation, we will use τ here also to mean just the radio
mode switch time. Nodes A, B and C are placed such that
A can communicate with B, and B with C, but A and C
are out of range of each other. In the figure, all nodes wish
to transmit, and qA = 0, qB = 2 and qC = 4. A sends
a reservation burst in its assigned quantum to indicate its
intention to transmit, and then goes back to receive mode
to listen for the suppress burst. Although B also wishes
to transmit and has the ability to reserve the channel in
the third quantum, it listens before that time to see if any
other node with a lower quantum assignment is reserving
the channel. Thus it receives the reservation burst sent by
A and sends a suppress burst as soon as it can. Since it
takes τ to switch from receive mode to transmit mode, B

sends the suppress burst in the third quantum interval. B
then takes τ to switch back into receive mode to receive the
data packet transmission. A and C hear the suppress burst
in the third quantum and therefore C refrains from sending
its reservation burst in the fifth quantum, instead deferring
to the start of the next slot.

It may happen that reservation bursts from different nodes
in a contention region are sent in the same quantum. This
can happen if the access quantum assignment is faulty, if
a node is moved post-assignment to a different contention
region, if a “late joiner” randomly selects a quantum that
collides with the valid assignment of another transmitter,
or due to time-varying wireless transmission range. What-
ever the cause, in essence we can think of the situation as
a number of transmitters M in a contention region that is
split into D groups, M > D, each group contending for one
valid quantum. Luckily, this situation can often be detected
if a suppress burst is not heard in response to a transmit-
ted reservation burst. In such a case, nodes involved in
the quantum collision (i.e., q-colliders) use a p-persistent
approach and, despite not hearing a suppress burst in re-
sponse to their reservation burst, transmit their data packet
with probability p in the current slot. Clearly we must have
0 < p < 1 to avoid deadlock. Ideally p should be adaptive
to 1

E[num of q−colliders]
to be fair, but since this is not known

in general p should be set according to the knowledge of the
density of nodes in the contention region (which is known
from the neighbor discovery phase, and maintained by peri-
odic beaconing) since those are the potential quantum collid-
ers. Experience with p-persistent CSMA shows that, under
Poisson packet generation assumptions, a smaller p provides
a smaller collision probability and higher throughput for a
given offered load in the contention region [12]. It should
be noted that this way of mitigating quantum collisions is
only effective when M is modestly more than D. When
M � D then qMAC devolves to medium access that be-
haves like p-persistent CSMA, where instead of carrier sense
to determine an idle channel the idle channel is implicit in
the τ -slicing of the slot. In this case, a reassignment of ac-
cess quanta in the contention region should be done to give
each transmitter its own quantum.

Once access quanta assignments have been made, nodes
with lower quanta always have channel access priority over
nodes with higher quanta. Despite the spatial correlation
of sensed data in sensor networks, especially within a con-
tention area, over time and depending on traffic patterns
this can result in a skewed picture of the sensor field as con-
structed by data packets received at the information sink
of the sensor network. Further, such prolonged disparity
in the access priority between transmitters can contribute
to unequal energy consumption. To address this problem in
qMAC, we require a distributed, computationally lightweight
function that performs an injective mapping of a valid two
hop neighborhood assignment of quanta to a new assign-
ment, while maintaining the properties of a valid assign-
ment. Such a function could be run periodically (and syn-
chronously) on each node, perhaps every slot if desired.
Quantum reassignment would have the additional benefit
of evenly distributing the effect of quantum colliders, dis-
cussed in the previous paragraph, over all the nodes in the
contention region. Design of such a function is an open
problem. We note that inclusion of a hash function (which
is injective) in the overall remapping function may have po-
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Figure 4: Channel access example for three nodes,
labeled A, B and C, that lie on a line separated by
the transmission radius r. qA = 0, qB = 2 and qC =
4. The sequence of events for A to transmit to B
is shown. R designates a reservation burst and S
designates a suppress burst.

tential.

3. EVALUATION
With qMAC we resolve collisions due to both the hidden

transmitter problem and the idle channel detection delay
problem, with the introduction of some bandwidth overhead.
In this section we analyze qMAC in terms of this overhead
and also provide a comparison between qMAC and three
related MAC schemes, CSMA, TDMA and Z-MAC. The
overhead analysis focuses on the reduction in maximum the-
oretical throughput caused by prepending a number of chan-
nel access quanta to each data packet transmission, and by
the use of reservation and suppression bursts introduced in
Section 2.4. The effect of imperfect synchronization is also
discussed. The protocols used to provide synchronization
and to provide channel access quanta assignment also add
measurable overhead to the qMAC solution. However, as
these protocols run orthogonal to the core qMAC channel
access proposal, an explicit overhead/complexity analysis is
not included here.

3.1 Access Quantum Overhead
The penalty of solving the idle channel detection delay

problem and the hidden transmitter problem with qMAC
is the sacrifice of bandwidth from adding access quanta to
each data slot. The number of slots required is intuitively
proportional to the number of nodes in a contention region,
but is also strongly impacted by the coloring method used
to assign quanta while respecting the necessary constraints
on quantum separation.

It can be shown (omitted) that an ideal centralized scheme
can achieve a coloring such that the cardinality of the palette
scales linearly with the node density but is constant with re-
spect to network size, when the only requirement is unique-
ness within a two hop neighborhood. In fact, the distributed
solution DRAND provides offers this level of chromatic effi-
ciency as well [21]. However, the same has not been shown
(to the best of our knowledge) when the additional con-
straints of chromatic spacing (discussed in terms of quan-
tum assignment in Section 2.3) are imposed. While we think
DRAND can be modified to satisfy our more stringent re-
quirements on color assignment, here we analyze the perfor-
mance of the breadth-first token passing approach to color
(quantum) assignment described in Section 2.3 as a proof of
concept.

Figure 5 shows the required number of access quanta as

the network scales in size. Performance for two topologies,
two dimensional grid and randomly scattered according to a
two dimensional uniform distribution, are shown. Note that
the quantum assignment algorithm is deterministic so that
for a fixed topology the coloring will always be the same.
As such, the curves based on the grid topology are from
a single trial, whereas the curves based on the uniformly
distributed random topology represent the average of five
different randomly generated topologies. From the figure
we see that the number of required quanta is roughly con-
stant with increasing network size, that is, as the number
of nodes in the network increases but the node density and
the average number of nodes in the contention region stays
constant. However, the less regular node placement of the
uniformly distributed random topology requires somewhat
more access quantum slots. Figure 5 also shows the rela-
tive costs, in terms of required number of quanta, of solving
the hidden transmitter problem (“2-hop constraints” curves)
and the idle channel detection delay problem (“1-hop con-
straints” curves). From this numerical simulation we see
that roughly twice as many quanta are needed to satisfy the
additional coloring constraint necessary for qMAC to solve
the hidden transmitter problem. This result is inline with
the geometry of the problem. Approximating the one hop
coverage area of node i with transmission radius r as the
square circumscribed by a disc of radius r, we calculate the
number of one hop neighbors of i as 2r2δ for a uniformly
distributed random topology, where δ is the node density,
and ( 2r√

2d
+1)2 for a grid topology, where d is the grid spac-

ing. Similarly, we calculate the number of nodes exactly
two hops from i as 6r2δ for a uniformly distributed random

topology and ( 2
√

3r√
2d

)2 + 4r√
2d

for a grid topology. Since there

are approximately thrice as many nodes that must conform
to the quantum spacing requirement for nodes exactly two
hops away as must conform to the quantum spacing require-
ment for nodes exactly one hop away, the observed jump in
required quanta from the “1-hop constraints” curves to the
“2-hop constraints” curves is reasonable.

Figure 6 shows the required number of access quanta as
the number of nodes in the contention region increases. Again,
performance for grid and uniformly distributed random topolo-
gies, and the relative costs of solving the hidden transmit-
ter problem (“2-hop constraints” curves) and the idle chan-
nel detection delay problem (“1-hop constraints” curves) are
shown. We see that the required number of access quanta
scales linearly with increasing number of nodes in the con-
tention region (increasing transmit radius) for both grid and
uniformly distributed random topologies. We also again see
the jump in quanta required to solve the hidden transmitter
problem.

Figures 5 and 6 demonstrate that our centralized breadth-
first token passing method of quantum slot assignment (node
coloring) achieves the same order of chromatic efficiency,
while meeting the quantum spacing requirements of qMAC,
as DRAND achieves without considering these constraints.
Since it is known that breadth first search can be done in a
distributed fashion [23], this result gives us confidence that
an existing distributed protocol can be modified to take the
quantum spacing requirements into consideration and give
similar or better performance than what we show here.

To get an idea about how the required number of access
quanta impacts the maximum throughput in a realistic sen-
sor network, we consider values of τ for the CC1000 radio [8]
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Figure 5: The required number of access quanta is
roughly constant with increasing network size (fixed
transmission radius, fixed density, increasing area).
The transmission radius is
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spacing.

and the TR1000 radio [9] when used with TinyOS [10]. On
a Mica2 mote the worst-case ADC sample time is 686µs and
the radio mode switch time is 200µs, giving an upper bound
on τ of 886µs. The byte transmission time, with a trans-
mission rate of C=19.2kbps is 417µs. Ignoring the differ-
ence between 0-based and 1-based numbering of the quanta,
we denote max(q) to be the number of quanta required for
qMAC. With a default TinyOS packet length of L=36 bytes
(ignoring preamble and start symbol), we can quantify the
overhead O and maximum link goodput Gmax as follows.

O =
max(q)(2tskew + τ )

max(q)(2tskew + τ ) + L/C
,

Gmax =
L

max(q)(2tskew + τ ) + L/C
,

where tskew is the worst-case bound on the pairwise clock
skew in a contention region provided by the synchronization
protocol. Note that tskew acts a multiplier to spread the
effective width of each quantum. For example, from Fig-
ure 5 for a 900 node grid network we require 45 quanta.
Conservatively assuming a tskew of 10µs within the two hop
contention region (FTSP [19] reports a per-hop sync error
of about 1µs) we have O ≈ 73% and Gmax ≈ 5.2kbps when
using the CC1000 radio on Mica2. The Mica mote [3] uses
the TR1000 radio which has a τ of only 250µs and C =
10kbps, yielding O ≈ 26% and Gmax ≈ 7.4kbps. Clearly,
the overhead of qMAC is highly dependent on the radio’s τ .

We observe that in qMAC there is a tradeoff between
throughput and packet loss due to collision. qMAC sacri-
fices bandwidth to eliminate collisions due to the limitations
of τ and the hidden transmitter problem even in the face of
imperfect synchronization. We believe this approach is jus-
tified since in wireless sensor networks wasting energy from
packet collisions is a more important concern than maximiz-
ing throughput.

3.2 Comparison with MAC Alternatives
qMAC uses the carrier sensing aspect of CSMA to de-

termine the state of the wireless channel. Recognizing the
limitations of this technique due to τ , and the inability of
carrier sense to identify the presence of hidden transmit-
ters, qMAC adds synchronization and the notion of unique
transmission opportunity for each node in a contention re-
gion, similar in spirit to TDMA. The access quantum that
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qMAC assigns to each node in essence constitutes a priori-
tized backoff similar to “owner” and “non-owner” groups in
Z-MAC [17]. In this section we compare qMAC in turn to
each of these, its closest relatives.

3.2.1 Comparison with CSMA
In Section 1, we identified the idle channel detection de-

lay problem and the hidden transmitter problem that plague
simple CSMA. The addition of an RTS/CTS exchange [11]
provides more robust channel access by reducing the oc-
currence of the hidden transmitter problem and this ex-
change inspires the reservation burst/suppress burst mech-
anism that is part of qMAC. In the comparison of these two
approaches we consider the likelihood that each will be suc-
cessful at eliminating data packets collisions, their relative
bandwidth overhead in terms of wasted transmit opportu-
nities, and implementation complexity.

First we observe that although a successful RTS/CTS
exchange is effective at mitigating the hidden transmitter
problem, the transmissions of RTS and CTS packets them-
selves are protected only by plain CSMA and thus subject
to collision due to the fundamental τ problem and hidden
transmitter problem. Because of the channel synchroniza-
tion and access quantum assignment in qMAC, collisions
involving the reservation burst or suppress burst should be
less common and can be addressed as discussed in Section
2.4. Further, RTS and CTS packets contain at least the
transmitter and receiver addresses and therefore are typi-
cally several bytes longer than the τ -length bursts used in
qMAC. For example, even with the relatively long τ of the
CC1000 radio, still the combined length of the reservation
and suppress bursts is 1772µs while the combined length of
two TinyOS packets whose payloads contain only the source
address is 18 byte times (5 byte header, 2 byte payload,
2 byte CRC for each ) or 7506µs. Not only does this in-
creased length imply more energy spent, but also a higher
probability of failure due to channel fading and collision. A
more rigorous quantitative analysis of collision probability
is omitted due to space constraints.

Additionally, there is the overhead of pre-RTS backoff to
consider. In general, it is difficult to quantify this overhead
since many CSMA backoff schemes have been proposed. As
a reasonable benchmark for sensor networks we consider
the backoff strategy employed by the default MAC proto-
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col (B-MAC [16]) currently released with TinyOS. B-MAC
implements two backoffs, an “initial backoff” that is applied
before each new packet transmission attempt and a “conges-
tion backoff” that is applied if the channel is deemed busy
by the carrier sense mechanism. Though both backoffs are
uniformly chosen at random the average “initial backoff” is
16 byte times, and the average “congestion backoff is 8 byte
times” for the Mica2 radio stack. In qMAC there is no ana-
log to “initial backoff” - it is not needed because the channel
is slotted. “Congestion backoff” is analogous to the time a
node must wait to transmit in the next slot. However, in
qMAC a such a node always backs off the perfect amount
before attempting to send in the next slot, whereas CSMA
backs off some multiple of “congestion backoff” with an av-
erage overwaiting of half the congestion backoff, or 4 byte
times in the default B-MAC implementation. In summary,
taking advantage of the slotted channel, qMAC implements
an ideal backoff scheme, while the default implementation of
B-MAC spends up to 48 byte transmission times on backoff
for each transmitted packet, an average case sub-optimality
of 24 byte times.

Further, the synchronized nature of channel access in qMAC
allows a node to sleep after it has determined that it is not
the intended recipient of a packet in a given slot. Thus, we
can approximate the sleep duty cycle for a given node in
this case by (Dτ

2
+ L

C
)/(Dτ + L

C
), where D is the number of

required τ slices and L
C

is the data packet transmission time.
The actual percentage of time a given node can sleep is thus
determined by the density and the length of the radio’s idle
channel detection delay. This ability to sleep directly trans-
lates to energy saved, and hence longer network lifetime. On
the other hand, since CSMA with RTS/CTS is still totally
random access, nodes can never sleep without risk of missing
a packet transmitted to them.

The area where the RTS/CTS exchange outperforms qMAC’s
burst exchange is in reducing the number of exposed nodes
in the network, thereby increasing the number of packet
transmission opportunities in the network. In the remain-
der of this section we quantify this disadvantage of qMAC.
A node k is said to be exposed w.r.t. a transmission from
node i to node j if it is prohibited from transmitting by
an RTS/CTS (reservation burst/suppress burst) exchange,
though its transmission would not interfere with the recep-
tion of i’s transmission at j. For the RTS/CTS exchange,
a node k ∈ N 1

i −N 1
j is potentially exposed whereas for the

qMAC burst exchange a node k ∈ N 2
i − N 1

j is potentially

exposed. We calculate the “exposed area” with reference
to Figure 7, which shows the areas of interest when node a
transmits to node b. In the figure, A1 contains the nodes
in N 1

a − N 1
b , A2 contains the nodes in N 1

a ∩ N 1
b , A3 con-

tains the nodes in N 1
b − N 1

a and A4 contains the nodes in
N 2

a − (N 1
a ∪ N 1

b ). The nodes in A3 are hidden from a and
suppressing interfering transmissions from these nodes is the
goal of both RTS/CTS and qMAC burst exchanges. The
nodes in A1 are potentially exposed by the RTS/CTS ex-
change, and along with nodes in A4 are potentially exposed
by the qMAC burst exchange. To quantify the penalty of
qMAC in terms of potentially exposed nodes we label as Sup-
pression Factor the ratio of exposed nodes with qMAC to ex-
posed nodes with RTS/CTS. Assuming a spatially uniform
node density, the Suppression Factor is equivalent to the ra-

tio of the respective exposed areas AqMAC
E and A

RTS/CTS
E .

Since ra = rb = r for RTS/CTS the exposed area is equal
to the hidden area regardless of the distance x separating
a and b, and after some trigonometry and algebra can be
expressed as

A
RTS/CTS
E = r2[π − 2cos−1(

x

2r
) + sin(2cos−1(

x

2r
))].

For the qMAC case, the exposed area is simply

AqMAC
E = 3πr2.

We plot Suppression Factor versus node transmitter/receiver
separation x in Figure 8.

From the figure we see that the RTS/CTS exchange pro-
vides a more targeted suppression of potentially interfering
transmitters, especially when the distance x between trans-
mitter and intended receiver is small. For example when
x/r is 0.1, qMAC creates an exposed area nearly 50 times
larger than RTS/CTS, implying a huge network through-
put penalty. However, this is not as serious a problem as
it first appears since any decent routing algorithm should
attempt maximize its forward progress toward the destina-
tion (within link quality constraints) implying that qMAC
should be operating in the part of the curve where x is closer
to r.

Finally, we consider the implementation complexity of
RTS/CTS and qMAC burst exchange. RTS and CTS sig-
nals are actual packets that contain structured data which
must be interpreted by the MAC. On the other hand, qMAC
bursts need only be differentiated from each other - they
can’t be mistaken for data since they can only occur during
the access quanta portion of the data slot which is known
at all nodes in the contention region because of the syn-
chronization. Thus, they need only be distinguishable bit
patterns that could even be fixed in hardware. An alterna-
tive is to use a Quaternary FSK radio, with two frequencies
used for the qMAC reservation and suppress bursts and the
other two used to modulate data bits on the carrier.

3.2.2 Comparison with TDMA
TDMA and qMAC share several common requirements

and characteristics. Each requires node synchronization to
create a slotted channel and a node coloring algorithm to
designate a unique opportunity for channel access to each
node in a contention region, so both bear the overhead bur-
den of these mechanisms. While both offer contention-free
channel access, with TDMA each data slot is reserved for a
particular transmitter in the contention region, while with
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Figure 8: The RTS/CTS exchange provides a more
targeted suppression of potentially interfering trans-
mitters, especially when the distance between trans-
mitter and intended receiver is small. qMAC creates
a fixed size area of suppression with respect to this
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qMAC each node in the contention region has a reservation
to transmit in any particular data slot. The design choice
here for qMAC trades off maximum throughput, by adding
access quanta at the beginning of each data slot for increased
adaptability to the variable traffic patterns prevalent in sen-
sor networks. As events are detected in disjoint parts of the
sensor field, traffic bursts are likely to arrive in a contention
region via different nodes. A static allocation of data slots
to nodes can not adjust to this situation and may result in
some nodes being backlogged while other nodes have noth-
ing to send in their slot. This can have severe implications
on the delay performance of a particular traffic stream en-
tering a contention region. In particular, comparing with
qMAC we see that the inter-transmit opportunity time for
a node in TDMA is (M − 1) L

C
, where M is the number of

nodes in the contention region and L
C

is the packet transmit

time, while for qMAC it is max(q)τ + L
C

, where max(q) is the
largest required integer to do access quantum assignment as
described in Section 2.3. In general, for qMAC to show a
delay advantage over TDMA in such an unbalanced traffic
scenario we need

max(q)τ +
L

C
< (M − 1)

L

C
. (1)

As a numerical example, substituting values from Section 3.1
of τ = 886µs (CC1000 radio) and max(q) = 45 for the grid
topology in Figure 5 (M = 25), the inequality in Equation 1
holds 39870 < 360288, giving a delay reduction of (360288−
39870)/360288 ≈ 89% for qMAC. Further, we observe from
Figure 6 that max(q) is linear in M , over the tested range.
Therefore we can write

`Mτ +
L

C
< (M − 1)

L

C

` <
L

C

(M − 2)

M

1

τ
≈ L/C

τ
.

The large delay reduction evident in the previous numerical
example shows that this requirement on ` is not difficult to
meet in the state of the art wireless sensor networks.

3.2.3 Comparison with Z-MAC
As as a representative of the existing class of hybrid CSMA/

TDMA MAC proposals, Z-MAC also seems to be closest
in spirit to qMAC. In Z-MAC, nodes in a two hop neigh-
borhood are uniquely assigned to a data slot to facilitate

collision-free channel access, just as in TDMA. To achieve
this end, Z-MAC employs DRAND [21] for slot assignment
and TPSN [20] and a local synchronization scheme borrowed
from RTP/RTCP to ensure nodes in a contention region
have a consistent notion of slot boundaries [17].

The node assigned to slot k is termed the “owner” of slot
k, while all other nodes in the contention region are “non-
owners” of slot k. During periods of “high” contention, the
region enters HCL mode and each node is only allowed to
transmit in slots it owns. When channel contention falls
below some threshold the region enters LCL mode and non-
owners are allowed to contend for data slots. Slot owners
still get priority access by backing off a random time in
the interval [0, To], while non-owners back off randomly in
[To, Tno]. To and Tno are selected based on a stochastic
analysis to maximize effective throughput [17]. It must be
emphasized that channel access by non-owners during LCL
mode is still arbitrated by simple CSMA.

Thus, in HCL mode the hidden transmitter problem and
the τ problem are eliminated by use of slot synchroniza-
tion and smart slot assignment. Additionally, by allowing
non-owners to transmit in each slot in LCL mode Z-MAC
provides additional flexibility compared to TDMA in han-
dling spatially non-uniform traffic generation. However, in
Z-MAC’s LCL mode the M − 1 non-owners contend for the
channel using simple CSMA and are thus susceptible to the
hidden transmitter problem and the vulnerability due to τ .

We calculate the probability of collision within a con-
tention region for a given data slot when in LCL mode as

Pc = 1 − Pc̄(τ)∩c̄(H.T.),

where Pc̄(τ)∩c̄(H.T.) is the probability that neither a τ col-
lision or a hidden transmitter collision occurs in the slot.
To show that Z-MAC’s LCL mode is non-negligibly affected
by the hidden transmitter and τ problems, it is sufficient to
show that probability of collision is bounded away from zero
at packet generation rates consistent with low contention.
Thus, we provide a lower (and upper) bounds on Pc as fol-
lows:

1 − min(Pc̄(τ), Pc̄(H.T.)) ≤ Pc ≤ 1 − Pc̄(τ)Pc̄(H.T.),

Due to space constraints, in lieu of the probability develop-
ment, Figure 9 numerically summarizes the results for the
case of M = 3 (two non-owners in a two hop neighborhood
contending for the given available data slot). In general, the
collision probability is sensitive to the ratio τ

Tno−To

and to
the channel load. For the results shown in Figure 9, we have
assumed independent Poisson packet generation at the two
contenders, and based on constants for the backoff windows
given in [17] we use τ

Tno−To

= 0.092.
Figure 9 clearly shows a non-negligible probability of col-

lision for Z-MAC LCL mode as the packet generation rate
rises above zero. In contrast, qMAC provides collision-free
channel access for all nodes in all data slots through the
proper assignment of access quanta to each node in a con-
tention region.

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have described qMAC, a channel access

scheme to eliminate packet collisions in wireless sensor net-
work due to the idle channel detection delay problem and
the hidden transmitter problem. We show that the strategy
of using τ -length access quanta to arbitrate wireless channel
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Figure 9: Analytical bounds on the collision prob-
ability of Z-MAC in LCL mode for the case where
M=3

access has the effect of reducing the maximum achievable
throughput compared to a saturated TDMA network (up
to approximately 25-75% depending in the radios we evalu-
ated). Further, the exposed node area compared to CSMA
with RTS/CTS is increased by a factor of at least 5 with
qMAC, and this penalty increases as the distance between
the transmitter and intended receiver decreases.

However, we believe that in wireless sensor networks max-
imum achievable throughput is less important than minimiz-
ing packet loss (reducing wasted energy) for a large class of
applications, and the design choices made in qMAC reflect
this view. Perhaps the closest relative of qMAC among the
hybrid sensor network MAC protocols is Z-MAC. When con-
fronted with this throughput/loss tradeoff, Z-MAC chooses
to optimize throughput by its choice of backoff timers for
slot owners and non-owners, allowing collision between non-
owners when in LCL mode. qMAC makes the opposite
choice, introducing bandwidth overhead in the form of ac-
cess quanta in each data slot to eliminate collision under
all network conditions. Yet, this overhead is minimized by
choosing τ , the minimum time scale at which the radio hard-
ware can interact with its neighbors, as the quantum length.

For future work we plan to verify the collision performance
benefit of qMAC with a testbed implementation. This ef-
fort will involve the modification of an existing distributed
coloring protocol to add the additional constraints required
for qMAC (see Section 2.3), and empirical analysis of the
synchronization skew offered by existing protocol implemen-
tations. Such experimentation will also allow us to confirm
that qMAC offers a performance benefit in the face of time-
varying, irregular radio propagation patterns.
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